
Iraq

Year Pres. House Senate Democrats Republicans

1900 R R R

1904 R R R

1908 R R R

1912 R D R

1916 D D D

1920 D R R

1924 R R R

1928 R R R

1932 R R R

1936 D D D

1940 D D D

1944 D D D

1948 D R R

1952 D D D

1956 R D D

1960 R D D

1964 D D D

1968 D D D

1972 R D D

1976 R D D

1980 D D D

1984 R D R

1988 R D D

1990 R D D Iraq invades 

Kuwait

1991 R D D Operation 

Desert Storm

1992 R D D The President charted a path that wrecked Saddam 

Hussein's dreams of conquest and nuclear aggression 

while keeping America from the quagmire of indefinite 

military occupation of Iraq.
1996 D R R
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2000 R R R Perhaps nowhere has the inheritance of Republican 

governance been squandered so fatefully as with 

respect to Iraq. The anti-Iraq coalition assembled to 

oppose Saddam Hussein has disintegrated. The 

administration has pretended to support the removal 

of Saddam Hussein from power, but did nothing when 

Saddam Hussein's army smashed the democratic 

opposition in northern Iraq in August 1996. The 

administration also surrendered the diplomatic 

initiative to Iraq and Iraq's friends, and failed to 

champion the international inspectors charged with 

erasing Iraq's nuclear, biological, chemical, and ballistic 

missile programs. When, in late 1998, the 

administration decided to take military action, it did 

too little, too late. Because of the administration's 

failures there is no coalition, no peace, and no 

effective inspection regime to prevent Saddam's 

development of weapons of mass destruction. . . A 

new Republican administration will patiently rebuild an 

international coalition opposed to Saddam Hussein 

and committed to joint action. We will insist that Iraq 

comply fully with its disarmament commitments. We 

will maintain the sanctions on the Iraqi regime while 

seeking to alleviate the suffering of innocent Iraqi 

people. We will react forcefully and unequivocally to 

any evidence of reconstituted Iraqi capabilities for 

producing weapons of mass destruction. . . 

Republicans recognize that peace and stability in the 

Persian Gulf is impossible as long as Saddam Hussein 

rules Iraq.

2001 R R D Congress 

authorizes 

attack on Iraq
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2004 R R R But while this Administration has been fixated on Iraq, 

the nuclear dangers from North Korea have multiplied. 

The North Koreans allegedly have made enough new 

fuel to make six to nine nuclear bombs. . . We should 

maintain the six-party talks, but we must also be 

prepared to talk directly with North Korea to negotiate 

a comprehensive agreement that addresses the full 

range of issues for ourselves and our allies. But we 

should have no illusions about Kim Jong Il. Any 

agreement must have rigorous verification and lead to 

complete and irreversible elimination of North Korea's 

nuclear weapons program. . . Even as we have scoured 

Iraq for signs of weapons of mass destruction, Iran has 

reportedly been working to develop them next door. A 

nuclear-armed Iran is an unacceptable risk to us and 

our allies. . . People of good will disagree about whether 

America should have gone to war in Iraq, but this much 

is clear: this Administration badly exaggerated its case, 

particularly with respect to weapons of mass 

destruction and the connection between Saddam's 

government and al Qaeda. This Administration did not 

build a true international coalition. This Administration 

disdained the United Nations weapons inspection 

process and rushed to war without exhausting 

diplomatic alternatives. Ignoring the advice of military 

leaders, this Administration did not send sufficient 

forces into Iraq to accomplish the mission. And this 

Administration went into Iraq without a plan to win the 

peace.

Iraq war 

begins

2008 R D D

2012 D R D

2016 D R R

2020 R D R
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